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Introduction. This paper is concerned with semisimple
Lie algebras defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero only (in brief s.L.a.), i.e. with the type of algebras widely used by physicists. Calculations of highest weight vectors in particular cases [4, [11] [12] [13] have of course been done already. However here the use of a general procedure yields general formulas which give a very simple proof that no other s.L.a. than the well known ones do exist..
To make the paper relatively self contained and to define notations we first recall the usual definitions of roots of an algebra, the Dvnkin diagram and the highest weight vector (in brief h.w.v.) of a given representation of that algebra [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .. In a third step the results so obtained are used to build up the matrices of representations for the two classes of algebras{<A</U>x v -^tfV^
In appendix two examples are briefly studied as applications of this paper.
H. Roots, Dynkin diagram and highest weight.
The following fundamental facts are well known :
SI. If I = "{a,,... } is an irreducible fundamental system Jl X J Xf of simple roots we have i) a^,...,^ are linearly indépendant ; 2<ct.,a.> 2<a.,a.> U > -<ïh5>
iii) E is not decomposable into two mutually orthogonal subsets. we must have A * 0 and A > 0 .
In the case of diagrams of Type I i.e. of ^ ^ we have
In 
When it is written for instance 9 -A > 0 , of course one can take A = 5 (or 4) which gives (or A^) already seen ; similarly for 5 -A > 0 A = 3 gives already seen.
As all other diagrams lead to a null h.w.v.; one is left with the only 9 s.i.a.
already known and wid&ly used by physicists; It is remarkable that due to the symmetry in i and k of Table I The results are given in Table IV, It is worth while writing the formulas for -/=2 and z;| considering the frequent use of algebras of order 2. In that case, we get A z -4-c f and hence for the h.w.v,:
and its power which checks with Table IV .
These formulas can be used for The r-th layer is said to be power degenerate of order q^ ,
In particular for the first layer corresponding to the uniqe h.w.v. X, r L one has r =I ,S. q tI and the first layer is never degenerate.
If 6 (X t ) is an integer, after (m^-l) subtracting steps such that we have a m^-th layer of w. (Tables I $ II) and ^-X- (Tables III % IV) using universally adopted Racah's notations ' ^ it is easy to build Kr LfR 2 and consequently K which is involved in Freudenthal Is formula as well as 2 2 in the second order Casimir operator whose eigenvalues are K -R = L(L + 2R) for the representation defined by a given Dynkin diagram.
Using eq.5 and properties of the Cartan matrix involved in eq.12 we obtain t I ^zK 2 -R 2 z Z. (a k t 2b k )ni k^k^ (hi)
given in Table V for ""^ ^ ancl in Table VI In the first case we get: CO
and in the second case:
where y is a positive root and £DC+ must be a weight.
In the appendix examples of application of these formula are given. As we notice that Table III What follows shows that the knowledge of the positive roots is enough.
As ^ =2T^i ) using eq.(ll) we have: 
where J(L,^) is the power (i.e. the sum of the n^'s coefficients) of (L,^>). Tables IX and X yields (see Tables XI and XII) .
To make the above reasoning obvious for a relabeling of the roots interchanging i and t -i has been used so that becomes
The alternation process applied to E f E f E , C., F , G yields reducible 
*.|3-r *М5*.1 *|3'# 13-3* ^sitens c¿j=3«tf«n-icuwü) The proof of (48,a) is well known; for any other positive root v the commutation relation;
If there is no degeneracy of the w.v. system one has:
Indeed the commutation relation:
and using (47) we get hence (49,a) which gives the elements of the non diagonal matrices in terms of the elements of the diagonal matrices given by formula (46). Furthermore as we have now n^ values 0^) s which are identical (for s -l,2,...,n ) the number of independent equations is no more sufficient to determine all the ^matrix elements; the last commutation relation(eq.50)
is then a useful complement. One can also choose arbitrarily the values of the relevant matrix elements of one of the operators which is tantamount to choosing arbitrarily a basis in the degenerate subspace (of the w.v. system) of dimension n^;but the values so obtained will depend on this choice.
Degeneracy:is often met and complicates apparently simple problems as for instance the study l J 0 f the chain G^Z>A^.
, Conclusions: The following results have been obtained in three steps:
1. In contrast to the point of view recently discussed in [16, 17] (Table III) 
